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NEW QUALIFIED PRODUCTS LIST (QPL) FOR AA-F-358

NEW GSA MANUFACTURER ADDED

QPL-AA-F-358-18 was released December 17, 2018. It supersedes QPL-
AA-F-358-17 which was released only 4 months before.

The new QPL adds a new GSA container manufacturer, American Made
Safe and Security, L.L.C. This new company is located in Batavia, OH and
has been a mystery to me for some time. Last spring I was told there was a

 



new manufacturer, their name and a little information about them. But trying
to verify this and get more information about them has turned up very little.
Up until now, that is.

Their website, usa-amss.com, has been "Under Construction" since at
least last June when I found it, so I'll keep my eye out for any changes and
hopefully get a look at what they will be offering soon.

You can download a copy of the new QPL by clicking on one of the links
below.

Regards,

Andy Dennison, CMST, CML 
MBA USA, Inc. 
Education Division 
GSA Inspection Instructor 

GSA Certified Safe and Vault Instructor 

Kaba-Mas Instructor 

Sargent & Greenleaf Instructor

GSA Related Downloads on mbausa.com

Direct Link to QPL-AA-F-358-18 (pdf)

Feel free to forward this newsletter to your colleagues.

Was this forwarded to you? Subscribe Here!

https://mbausa.com/government-gsa-security/
https://mbausa.com/content/downloadfiles/Federal Specifications and QPLs/QPL-AA-F-358-18.pdf
https://mbausa.com/government-security-gsa-products/
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